
 

 

Seniors News 2024 

 

Captain’s Blog 8/3/24 

Well done to all who braved the Easterly elements today in our March Stableford : 

Results are on Howdidido and the winner was Trevor Cooper on 37pts with Jim Astley one behind followed by 

Ken Dark. 

There were three twos - from John,  Jim and Steve - 'good skills in the wind.' 

Vouchers will be in the office from Monday. 

The putting competition was won by Julian Collinson with 37 putts and raised £12 as there were only five stoic 

entries plus a non participating donation.  

AGM on the 13th. at 14.00hrs arrive in time for your Seniors funded pasty. Please let Pete Tatlow know you are 

attending and whether you prefer a veg pasty otherwise we will order mainly meat ones. Order deadline 

18.00hr this Sunday 

Yes, it’s 3 in one week – a Hole-in-1 for Steve W at Holywell 

Hole-in-1’s for Raj and Julian today (2/2/24) 

Abnormal Ground Conditions include relief from Greenkeepers vehicles but NOT player’s 

trolleys/buggies 

Seniors Web-site 

The link from the Club web-site to the Seniors Web-site has been re-established. 

Annual General Meeting 

To be held in the refurbished clubhouse at 14:00 on Wednesday 13th March. Pasties will be 
provided for those attending. 

Captain’s Blog 26th January 

Thanks go to Dom's team for getting 16 of the main greens prepared and ready for our recent 

Stableford. 

Congratulations to Jim Astley coming top in D1 with 36 points and Bob Franklin top in D2 with 42 

points. Collect your winnings with pride from the office and 'bank it' in the pro-shop! (see Scott's 

email). 

Thanks to those who spared ten minutes to enter the putting comp. Twelve in total with nine 

completed 'cards'. Tom Scott won the sleeve of TaylorMade Tour Response Stripe balls on 

countback from Julian Collinson with a gross 36 strokes. £14 was raised to kick start this year’s 

charity's coffers. Scott kindly reduced the price of the balls and suggested I run the competition 

without his input!  



The putting comp. was my new idea to help our standard of putting especially 'under pressure' and 

raise some funds along the way. On reflection this might be better for some to play this at the end 

of a competitive round and run it in-house rather than the pro shop. I'll ask Paul in the office to 

oversee it as it should not be a hardship if players bring two quid entry fee and get their playing 

partner to mark it.  

Our next Stableford is on Friday 9th February - all being well. Meanwhile there are the ongoing 

Frostbite and Winter knockout competitions. 


